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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 120 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.In 1907 William James
published a book of his recently delivered lectures called Pragmatism in which he detailed the links
he found betwen the pragmatic frame of mind and the philosophical situation of his time. They
caused a storm of controversy. Most particularly Jamess pragmatic musings on truth went down,
with some, like a lead balloon. With The Meaning of Truth James meant to buttress his claims about
truth and repel the barbs of his rationalistic enemies. The key essay in the book in many ways is the
third Humanism and Truth. Humanism is Jamess preferred name for pragmatism. Here James lays
out his thesis on truth as being a matter of continuity of experience and of useful relations with
things. James always resisted the notion, commonly ascribed to many so-called pragmatists and
relativists, that they make it all up. Here James suggests that experience as a control is no mere
fancy. James claimed to be constrained in his theorising about truth and constrained by the world
that is empirically there all around us. Read this book if...
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This pdf may be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte there was not a really worth reading. I found out this pdf from my i and dad encouraged
this pdf to understand.
-- Mrs. Annamae Raynor-- Mrs. Annamae Raynor

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard
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